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ing data to Google Earth enables re-

searchers to see their information

in context as well as to identify data
gaps. Additionally, Google Earth is
fun to use, he said, making it a com-
pelling tool that gets people excited
about data.

Brian Fisher, associate curator of
entomology at the California Academy
of Sciences and director of Ant\7eb,
was so impressed with Google Earth
that he named a Madagascar ant after
the company. Google Earth "showed

me how powerful visualization is,"

he said. "Google Earth allows you
to find our 

'what 
is in my backyard.'

Places that are important to you-
you can zoom there-you can fly to
your backyard, see images, see lists.
It 's a whole new way of accessing
biodiversity."

Google Earth has also inspired
biologists to dream about the nefi big
innovation. For Agriculture Canada's
Munro, it 's the ocean and its f ish.
Google Earth effectively renders the
ocean's colors and surface, but Munro
wants the tool to go much deeper.

"My personal wish list: the surface
of the planet in Google Earth should
be moved I I kilometers lower, below
the depth of the Challenger Deep in
the Marianas Tiench," the deepest part
of the ocean, 1l kilometers below the
oceant surface off the Mariana Islands
in the South Pacific, he said. "Then

the option could be added to remove
the water from the surface, letting us-
ers 'swim' beneath the surface of the
worldt oceans. Imagine plotting fish
distributions that have been collected
or observed at known deoths!" aa
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FOLLOWING THE SWEEP AND SURGE OF OCEAN CURRENTS IN REAL TIME

HE coASTAL ocEAN rs rurr of
tiny hitchhikers, rheir glassine

alien bodies perfectly designed
to drift with the surface current in a lazy

dance, a pas de deux where the ocean
takes the lead. All these travelers-from
the weird horned larvae of the Dunge-
ness crab to the large-eyed smolt of
anadromous salmon and trout-are
largely helpless against these surface
currents, dependent on wind and waves
to carry them to just the right nursery
areas where they can feed and grow.
For scientists eager to understand the
secrets of marine life histories, accurate
real-time information about the sweep
and surge of the ocean's topmost layers
is critical-but maddeningly difficult
to obtain.

Now, more than 90 high-tech
radar installations along the U.S. coast-
lines are providing researchers their
fi rst-ever comprehensive picture of how
near-shore currents actually travel. The
radar provides real-time current maps
that biologists and fisheries managers
can use to design marine sanctuaries,
follow the movements of juvenile fish,

watch for red tides, and monitor sewage
discharges or oil spills.

"This is the only technology . . .
that enables us to see how the surface of
the ocean is moving in real dme," says
Susan \Tilliams, director of the Bodega
Marine Laboratory of the Universiry of
California at Davis. "Once you have
that map you can do so many things.
It is an incredibly powerful tool."

It's possible to measure surface
currents. of course, but most existing
techniques are cumbersome or fawed.
Current meters fixed to buoys can
measure water velocity at one loca-
tion, but scientists need a network of
anchored meters to create a useful map
of how currents move. Drifting buoys
or patches of dye exploir the "message-

in-a-bottle approach" and are tracked
by airplane, boat, or satellite as they surf
the ocean's surface currents. But these
data provide information valid only
at the time measurements were made.
The new high-tech radar, known as
HF (high-frequency) radar, overcomes
the problems that beset conventional
measurements.
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Former National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration engineers
developed the HF radar technology
for commercial use in the 1980s, but
only in the last few years has it been
adopted more widely. In January 2006,

California embarked on the nations
mosr ambitious HF radar program in
the nation when a consortium of 13
university and research centers began
construction of a US$21-million net-
work of radar stations along the statet
7,77 }-kilometer coastl ine, due for

completion in 2009.



The technology takes advantage

of the fact that radar signals echo

off a wave that is exactly half of the

transmitted radio wavelength. The

Doppler frequency shift of the re-

turned echo enables researchers to

calculate water velocity, and the use of

multiple receivers allows the calcula-

tion of current directions. Together,

these bits of information can be used

to consuuct a current map. A rypical
radar installation has a four-meter-tall

transmitter antenna; a second receiver,

30 kilometers from the first, measures

the signal that is refected back by the

waves. The Bodega Marine Laboratory

already has three stations that can create

hourly maps of surface currents out to

a distance of 30 to 50 kilometers and

aLong65 kilometers of shoreline.

But HF radar by itself simply tells

researchers where and how fast the

surface currents are going. Biologists

have to take samples to see what's being

carried in the water. This combina-

tion is what makes HF radar uniquely

helpful with marine sanctuary siting,

says Jeffrey Paduan, associate profes-

sor of oceanography at the Naval

Postgraduate School in Monterey,

California.
Most existing marine sanctuaries

are located in areas of high diversiry

but those areas don't necessarily in-

clude nursery or dispersal areas. The

real-time data allow biologists to see

where currents might concenuate the

immature fish and marine invertebrates

until they are strong enough to swim oR

their own. Once they've located nurs-

ery areas, scientists can also determine
"typical dispersal patterns and distances

for larvae that are transported by coastal

ocean currents," Paduan says.

Villiams has already used HF radar

daa to help U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer

and Congressman Lynn'S?'oolsey (both

of California) in a proposal to expand

the boundaries of two existing national

marine sanctuaries off the California

coast. And, combined with biological

sampling, the HF radar data are helping

biologists refine their understanding of

where fish and invertebrate populations

concentrate during different parts of

their life cycles-another key to good

marine sanctuary design, she said.
"'!7'e have all along figured that

the ocean was a well-mixed medium,

but thatt not entirely true," she said.
"Some species see it more fine-grained

than we do; they know which neighbor-

hoods they belong to. That is what we

are trying to figure 6u1-whs1s are the

neighborhoods? Radar is an incredibly

powerful tool to do that." al
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24,OOO HECTARES OF LONDON ROOFS REVAMPED INTO ECOLOGICAL REAL ESTATE

usrv Grpcn Is eN evro bird-
watcher and former London
street performer who has

taken to the roofs of London-liter-

ally-to preach an unlikely gospel: he

wants the city to convert up to 400,000

square meters of skyscraper and condo-

minium rooftops into "living roofs,"

where biodiversity can bloom and rare

bugs and birds can find sanctuary.

Although the idea of transforming

the equivalent of 75 American football

fields of rooftop into planted habitat

may sound far-fetched, Gedget ideas

have already taken root, so to speak.

The Canary 
'$7harf 

Headquarters

of Barclays Bank, Londont seventh-

highest skyscraper, sprouted Europe's

highest living roof in July 2005 and

was designed by Gedge as habitat for

one ofLondont rare birds.

Green roofs are becoming more

and more commonplace across Eu-

rope and North America, but most are

designed with an eye toward Prevent-
ing stormwater runoff and reducing a

building's heating and cooling needs.
'Vhat makes Gedge decidedly different

is his focus on biodiversity as the key

benefit provided by a living roof.

It all started with the black redstart

(Phoenicurus ochruros), one of Britain's

rarer birds. Black redstarts have only

iust come to Britain within the last cen-

tury. In Europe, these robin-sized birds

nest on inaccessible rocky mountain-

sides or cliffs. In Britain, black redstarts

find\7orld'Sfar II bomb sites from the
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